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his issue of Dark Side Digital looks at the making of The Omen,
a true horror classic that stands the test of time. Being a big
fan of composer Jerry Goldsmith I was one of the first in line to
see this at a midnight preview in 1976 in The Odeon, Leicester Square.
I managed to talk my good friend John Willimot into driving us (my
ex-wife Lindy and myself) to the West End for this, even though he
was not a fan of horror films himself. Not long after the scary opening
music came up, John announced he was going to the loo. He stayed
there for the entire movie. It was pretty scary stuff in its day and still
is nowadays. I actually prefer The Omen to The Exorcist because I
think that The Omen is the better crafted film. Sorry Mark. It certainly
has better photography and music, and the fact that it is largely set
in England probably has some bearing for my greater appreciation
of it too. The sequels were disappointing of course, though they do
have their moments, and as for the recent Omen remake, well that was
totally pointless. The generally enjoyable Final Destination movies are
basically variations on The Omen theme anyway.
Our striking cover art this issue comes from the hugely talented
Peter Wallbank, who is a massive Omen fan. He tells me that he once
visited the church in Putney where Patrick Troughton met his end, and
was wandering around it when approached by a lady Vicar, who asked
him what he was interested in. With some trepidation he mentioned
the Omen connection and she suddenly turned very frosty, saying: “We
don’t like to advertise any connection with THAT film.” So much for
your Christian charity.
Peter will also be contributing some of his amazing art to our
upcoming Doctor Who special, out at the end of November. This will
not be classed as an issue of The Dark Side. Instead it’s a one-off
special that will sit alongside the usual issue on the shelves at
newsagents. Therefore it won’t be sent out to subscribers as part of
their deal. I took this decision because it’s not a given fact that every
reader who loves horror also loves Doctor Who, even though our look
back at this classic series on its 50th anniversary will concentrate on
the monsters of the show and its more macabre episodes.
I have to confess that I’ve not really been watching the latest
incarnation of the series, though the option to catch up is always
available these days. From the bits I’ve seen it looks much slicker
than it ever was in my childhood, and with the likes of Mark Gatiss
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contributing scripts it has to be good. I do think that Peter Capaldi is
a fantastic choice for the new Doctor, especially if he uses the same
language as he does in The Thick of It!
Just got an early review disc in of the Blu-ray of Corruption, which is
being released by Grindhouse USA in a region free edition. I have a bit
of a vested interest in this one because I contributed liner notes and
helped Grindhouse’s Bob Murawski find some of the interview subjects
in the UK. It has taken some years to get this one in shops but the wait
has been worthwhile because I can’t imagine how it could have been
done better. I’ll be reviewing it at length in the next print issue, out in
shops on October 24th.
I really feel we’re on a roll with Dark Side at present. We printed more
of our previous issue (155) than ever before, and registered our highest
ever UK sale with the Dracula AD 1972 issue (154). That proves to me
that our studied coverage of retro material alongside carefully chosen
modern day stuff is the right way to continue. I get more excited about
seeing a printed issue landing on my doorstep now than I ever did in
the past, and that is partly down to the sterling work being done by
our regular contributors such as Denis Meikle, who can always be relied
upon to entertain and educate. James Kloda’s incisive reviews are
always a pleasure to read, and to my mind serve up a perfect balance
of wicked witticism and informed critical comment and witticism.
James came to my attention through my good friend Calum Waddell,
who is also one of my favourite writers. In the upcoming issue, Calum
has managed to grab us a real exclusive in the shape of a fascinating
interview with actress Me Me Lai, star of such exploitation movie
classics as Au Pair Girls, Eaten Alive and Last Cannibal World. As far
as I know, the reclusive Me Me has never been interviewed by a film
mag before, and Calum really gets her to open up about her extensive
career. The only shame with Calum is he’s not a convert to 60s British
horrors - he freely admits that he finds most of the Hammer stuff
boring. Oh well, that’s his youth speaking, and he’s sure to grow out of
it. There’s some hope though, because he’s working alongside his High
Rising Productions partner Naomi Holwill filming extras for Arrow’s
upcoming Blu-ray of Vincent Prices wonderful Theatre of Blood and
says he enjoyed the movie quite a lot. Who couldn’t?
It’s also lovely to now I have John Martin back on board, because he
was always one of Britain’s best genre writers and has spent too long
out of the public eye. John was supposed to have been contributing a
Madeline Smith interview for 156 but on the day she proved difficult to
pin down and so he has had to rearrange it for a date that’s just a bit
too late for it to be included - so look for it in 157 instead. As a great
replacement John managed to enjoy a candid chat with the gorgeous
Barbara Bouchet, star of many a giallo and the larky 1967 Casino
Royale. Since issue 157 also contains interviews with the late Karen
Black and Suspiria’s Jessica Harper, it’s taking on a bit of a femme
fatale feel. Retro fans are still well catered for though, with an amazing
Denis Meikle article on cinema double features of the 50 and 60s, and
the concluding part of John Hamilton’s history of Tigon. Okay, that’s
another page of ramblings done, now it’s time for you to get on with all
the good stuff in DSD 6. Enjoy! Allan Bryce
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trange, isn’t it, that two of
the most successful 70s films
about Satanic goings-on were
instigated by deeply religious
people?
William Peter Blatty, a
devout Catholic, wrote The
Exorcist as a confirmation and
exploration of his own faith and belief
in God, and the unsung hero behind
The Omen is Bob Munger, a born again
Christian who was a good friend of the
film’s producer, Harvey Bernhard.
Munger had got round to thinking,
“What if there was a demonic son of
Satan alive today?” He was having dinner
at a restaurant with Bernhard when he
pitched him the idea, and the canny
producer immediately saw the potential
in it.
This was 1974, remember, and The
Exorcist had been an enormous box
office success. The timing for Friedkin’s
movie had been just right to cash in on
the rise in Christian fundamentalism in
the US that took place in the early part
of the decade.
The ‘Peace and Love’ hippy counterculture of the 60s had crashed and
burned with the Kent State Massacre
and the murder of Sharon Tate and her
friends by the followers of the lunatic
Charles Manson. It was time for the Devil
to hold sway.
A Hollywood veteran who would go on
to make the kiddie classic, The Goonies,
Bernhard had promoted shows on the
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Hollywood strip and had produced
several documentaries as well as the
popular blaxploitation movie, The Mack.
But the ‘Devil’s child’ idea excited him so
much that he sat down that same night
and wrote a 10-page treatment. Then
he contacted David Seltzer a TV writer
friend, who immediately turned it down.
Seltzer changed his mind, though,
after Bernhard paid him an advance.
And after three months of research he
sat down and hammered out The Omen
script in six weeks.
His screenplay took a lot of
symbolism from The Bible including the
Nanny’s name, Baylock, which came
from a biblical reference for Satan’s
handmaidens. Perhaps most famous of
all references was the number of the
beast, 666. This is the antithesis of the
number 7 which is regarded as being a
holy number. As for the poem about the
Jews returning to Zion… that was pure
guff, made up by Seltzer.
With Mace Neufeld now on board to
executive produce, the script did the
rounds at the studios. It was rejected by
everyone, before Warner Brothers took
it on.
At this point the original director had
set the story in Switzerland, with the
script drawing heavily on witchcraft,
covens, gargoyles and such like. At the
same , Warners were developing what
would turn out to be a disastrous and
lamentable sequel to The Exorcist. The
studio also kept cutting the budget

for The Omen, which at this point was
called The AntiChrist. When Warners
optioned the script, there was a clause in
the contract that the rights would revert
back to the producers if the film had not
been made within a year, and with two
days left before the year was up it was
clear that the film would not be made
there.
Eddie Rosen, an agent at the studio,
had read it and recommended to
Neufeld that Richard Donner might be
a good choice to direct. Donner had
mainly done popular TV shows up to
this point but was highly regarded as a
capable pair of hands. He read the script
the day he was going to have dinner
with his former agent, the legendary
Alan Ladd Jr, then head honcho at 20th
Century Fox a studio that had already
turned the script down.
Donner was evangelical about it, and
over Saturday night dinner he enthused
about the project to Ladd to such a
degree that by Tuesday the script had
been greenlit and Donner now had his
first big break into feature films.
With Bernhard and Neufeld backing
him, Donner stripped the script of all
the witchcraft, knowing that the key to
effective horror was credibility. Seltzer
cannily relocated the story to London,
for the primary reason that he’d never
been there and would then get a paid
trip to the UK.
His script was specific in detail and it
was known that at the time London took
production design seriously, more so than
Hollywood, and so they would follow
the script to the letter in terms of his
descriptions - another bonus.
Donner knew that to give the story
some credibility it needed a lead actor
with gravitas. Charlton Heston, Roy
Scheider and William Holden (who later
eagerly accepted the lead in the sequel)
all turned it down, and the role would go
to Gregory Peck who, at that time, had
not made a film for a couple of years.
The climax to the original script had
the father killing his Satanic son, and the
producers were initially wary of sending
Peck the script as his oldest son had
tragically committed suicide in 1975.
His agent convinced the producers to
send it anyway, and to their surprise he

The Making of An American Werewolf In London

Simon Hooper
examines the
making of

accepted the role. This was a key piece of
casting, because after he’d been cast Lee
Remick readily agreed to sign up too.
More quality actors came on board.
Billie Whitelaw who had garnered
a formidable reputation in theatre,
especially enacting the works of Samuel
Beckett, who had regarded her a
something of a muse, was offered and
accepted the role of the Satanic nanny.
David Warner was also readily cast
by Donner, who had loved him in the
1966 film, Morgan: A Suitable Case For
Treatment, a low-key British film that
had got him nominated for a Best Actor
BAFTA.
That left Damien, the son of Satan,
the wicked one, the bastard offspring of
Beelzebub, the unrighteous embodiment
of evil, the... (yes we get the idea – Ed).
Originally the character was called
Jeremy Thorn, but this was a little
too similar to an English MP called
Jeremy Thorpe, who in 1975 was under
investigation for hiring a hit man to
murder a man with whom he’d allegedly
had a homosexual affair. This was in the

early 60’s, when homosexuality was
outlawed. So the name was changed
to Damien and consequently made
it far less likely for male babies to be
christened with the name – the Trotter
family excluded, of course.
Auditions were not going to be easy.
After all, who would want their son to be
immortalised on screen as the Satanic
spawn of Lucifer? For two days the
filmmakers auditioned children at the
rate of four every 10 minutes.
Then they met Harvey Stephens,
a blond haired, green-eyed imp who
Donner didn’t like at all. Donner’s
audition trick was to provoke the kids
to try and attack him, and most of the
youngsters were reticent to do this. But
Stephens had no such inhibitions. On
cue he swiftly kicked the director in the
bollocks before jumping on top of him,
continuing his frenzied attack even with
Donner desperately screaming, “Cut!”
The kid was clearly made for the part,
and after curling his hair and dying it,
and fitting him with contact lenses to
change his eye colour, Stephens became
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Damien.
At the time, the late Gil Taylor, the
esteemed DoP who’d worked with
Kubrick on Dr. Strangelove, Roman
Polanski on Repulsion and Cul-de-Sac,
and Hitchcock on Frenzy had pretty
much retired, and he had to be
convinced to do the film.
His work on it certainly didn’t go
unnoticed as he went on to do Star Wars
for Fox immediately afterwards. Donner
intended to shoot in a 1:85 aspect ratio
but Taylor persuaded him to shoot in a
wider, Cinemascope-style 2.35 ratio to
give the film a more stylish look.
The tight $2.5 million budget included
Gregory Peck’s salary, so the film had
to be shot fairly quickly - 6 days a week
for 11 weeks. Donner had intended to
use many ominous low angle shots, but
neither Peck nor Remick liked this as it
emphasised any hints of a double chin.
It is also known that the director
didn’t see eye to eye with Taylor’s
camera operator, and frequently ended
up operating the camera himself notably in the safari park sequence.
Donner knew that the key to the film’s
success was making it credible, saying:
“It was convincing Gregory Peck and
Lee Remick that what they were doing
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was a horrible moment/circumstance in
their lives – nothing more or nothing less
– that drives them both to the point of
insanity. He’s driven to the point where
he could have killed a child.
“Once I had them convinced of that
– I had to come back every time they
questioned it – but from there on in, I
had to accomplish the feat of fear and
– I don’t want to say horror – but to do
that and make it look like it could be the
devil, or it could be nothing more than
a frightening moment of circumstance
that took somebody’s life.
“Everything from the priest getting
killed by a bolt of lightening that hits the
church, to a plate of glass decapitating
somebody, to the nanny coming into the
room at night – you never see Lee get
pushed out... she could have stumbled in
a moment of panic. I did everything so
it could have been circumstantial. That
was the most difficult part.”
The shoot began in October 1975
with an alleged “strange feeling” on set.
There were many difficult sequences
to film, but probably most awkward
involved the baboons in the safari
park. Baboons are renowned for being
ferociously strong and they are almost
untrainable. So to get them to approach
the car the crew put bananas on its roof
and let out the baboons - who’d been
caged for several hours without food.
It worked. At least in so far as them
approaching the car, but then they just
sat on it eating the bananas. It was
the on-set vet who accidently found
a solution. Realising that the big boss
baboon had cut itself and needed to
be stitched, he suggested that if the
baboon was unconscious and was seen
by the rest of the pack being put in the
car and driven off, they’d kick off.
He was right. Scarily so. The entire
troop went crazy ape bonkers, and with
only Donner inside the car operating the

camera he was able to get the shots he
needed of a genuinely scared Remick
and Stephens under attack from the
berserker baboons.
But this was only the start, as the
big boss baboon began to regain
consciousness inside the car and
grabbed Remick’s hair. Donner tried to
release the baboon’s grip, which only
aggravated the baboons even more.
Now all of them were terrified, and it
didn’t help that Remick - in a bid to drive
away - stalled the car and was becoming
hysterical.
Donner admits that the shots he got
inside the car were wobbly because
he was shaking with fear. The footage
was then handed over to Stuart Baird
who been recommended to replace the
original editor. Baird then told them they
didn’t have enough footage.
Donner had absolutely no intention
of going back and getting lynched by
a posse of mental baboons, so he told
Baird to go and shoot what he needed.
This he did, with several armed safari
park keepers in tow.
These weren’t the only animals to
give production a headache. Originally
the devil dogs, as seen by the Nanny
before she hangs herself and later in
the graveyard, were to be German
shepherds, but at the time there was a
6 month quarantine for animals coming
into the UK. Therefore Rottweilers,
which were trained and already in the
UK, were used instead.
The scene where Peck and David
Warner get attacked in the graveyard
was to pose its own problems because
the dogs were unusually timid and
interested in one thing only – having sex
with the females.
In an effort to distract the animals
from their dog orgy, the stunt men and
actors apparently stuffed meat inside
their outfits to attract the dogs. This

The Making of The Omen

worked only too well. The stunt guys
were wearing protective chainmail and
leather padding, but one of the dogs still
managed to bite through this. Having
been fed the meat, the dogs returned to
their preferred entertainment: humping
each other.
Donner has always been fond of
animals, as can be seen throughout
several of his films (one of the Lethal
Weapon films, at the behest of the
director, had anti animal cruelty posters
posted in strategic positions throughout.
That concern extended to goldfish
when Lee Remick falls from the balcony
and a bowl full of them smashes on the
floor. Not wanting to harm or kill any
goldfish he had the props department
paint dried sardines orange.
The shot he often gets asked about is
Remick appearing to fall from a height
onto the floor. Cunningly he’d had a
replica floor constructed and erected
horizontally, with props nailed to it.
Anything drooping under gravity had a
fishing line attached to pull it upwards.
With Remick standing in front of the
horizontal floor she turns to fall face
down as the camera dollies back to give
the impression that she’s falling the last
few feet on to the hard floor.
Ladd Jr had been concerned about
the OTT imagery in Switzerland, which
the director had now excised, and both
he and Donner wanted the deaths to
look more of a possible coincidence or
a macabre freak accident, which would
then play on the ambassador’s increasing
paranoia about was happening to those
around him.
The onscreen deaths were to be much
talked about on release, and many had
a story connected to them. Patrick
Troughton’s was inspired by a real life
impaling that had occurred in New York,
but it’s David Warner’s decapitation that
was the most spectacularly gruesome
for its day. It was also the most difficult
to shoot.
In the script a pane of glass falls from
a window on to Warner as he walks but
in practice the fake glass prop that they
used would not fall in a direct vertical
manner. Instead it acted more like a leaf
falling from a tree, gently rocking back
and forth until it landed.
A rethink of the scenario by one of the
effects people resulted in the pane being
ejected at speed from the back of the
lorry.
Warner, by all accounts, couldn’t
bear looking at the scene and stayed in
his trailer while it was shot - not even
wanting look at or touch his fake severed
head. Donner shot the scene with
six cameras, some rolling at different
speeds. The first attempt was a failure
as the glass did not smash. The second
attempt worked, and although no blood
is seen spurting from the headless corpse
Donner subtly introduced the colour by
having a bottle of red wine on the table
inside the restaurant erupt as the window
smashes on the reverse angle.

Knowing that some of the audience
would turn away, Baird and Donner
cleverly cut the scene so that anyone
averting their eyes for a few seconds
thinking it would be over would look
back at the scene just as Warner’s
severed head was still spinning.
The horror of the deaths was leavened
on set by the jovial Donner playing the
occasional joke, most famously on Peck
when they came to film his scene with
Leo McKern.
Directed to hold the gaze of McKern,
Peck was instructed to outstare him.
It was a battle he could never win
though, as unknown to Peck, McKern
had a glass eye.
By this point in the , the film was
now called The Birthmark, but when
production put up signs with the film’s
title in the hospital location, the pregnant
mums complained and the it was
renamed The Omen.
And so to the film’s final scenes,
starting with a fight between Peck and
Whitelaw, continuing outside the house
when she and the dog renew their attack
on Peck as he attempts to drive off
before she finally bites the dust – a scene
cut by Donner purely because it just
dragged out the climax.
Peck finally gets to the church to
kill Damien on the altar in a scene
inspired by the book of Genesis. For a
long-standing Hollywood star, the killing
of the child was not good for his image
– though presumably playing a Nazi war
criminal, Joseph Mengele, two years
later in the The Boys from Brazil was OK
because Laurence Olivier had done it too.
So to get around this, the climactic
church sequence ends with a
slow-motion gun shot. This in itself
caused problems as the wax and oil on
the bullet and its shell got so intensely
hot on being fired that it created smoke
partially obscuring the image filmed at
an astonishing 2000 frames per second.
Filmed under laboratory conditions at
Oxford scientific, it took DoP Gil Taylor
an age to light.
The original ending to the film had the
entire family dead with Peck, Remick
and their Satanic offspring buried at the
cemetery, but it was Alan Ladd Jr who
suggested letting Damien survive. The

cemetery scene had already been filmed,
but with a small crew to do some pick up
shots Damien with back to camera turns
and looks straight at the audience with
Donner out of shot directing Stephens,
“Don’t you smile! I won’t be your friend
anymore! Don’t you smile!”
The temptation was too great and
Stephens grins at us knowingly. Alan
Ladd Jr loved it.
Jerry Goldsmith the composer added
his iconic score and it was only then that
Donner suspected he had something
special. With Goldsmith conducting
the orchestra and the singers with their
Gregorian chanting, “Avi Satani!” the
director felt the hairs on the back of his
neck stand on end.
He was the first to admit that the
music was just as much to do with the
success of the film as anything else, and
the Academy of Motion Pictures agreed,
awarding Goldsmith his first Oscar after
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eight previous nominations. It was the
only time he would win in his long and
illustrious career, being nominated 17
times before his death in 2004.
With the film complete, 20th Century
Fox realised they had the making of
something big. Says Donner: “The word
got out from a couple of screenings in
London, but when we brought it back
and had a screening for the industry in
Westwood, my phone rang off the hook.
Everyone wanted me – suddenly I was
the flavour of the month.”
The studio had wanted to market it as
a horror but both Donner and Bernhard
said it should be a thriller. The marketing
manager responsible for the title wasn’t
having any of it until Bernhard grabbed
him by his lapels and threatened him.
The film had to open on 06/06/76
and clever marketing orchestrated
the public’s expectation by running a
countdown to the end of the world.
Seltzer also released a novelisation
of the film several weeks before it
was released which served to build
anticipation for the film’s release.
It finally opened to huge audiences
and made twice the film’s budget in its
opening weekend alone before going on
to become the studio’s biggest grossing
film. In turn its profits would indirectly
fund Star Wars.
Donner, meanwhile, who had only
been paid $115,000, had been promised
two percentage points which would
prove to be worth a small fortune. Mace
Neufeld promised the payment but kept
delaying. Donner’s lawyer kept ringing
and ringing until eventually Neufeld told
the director that if his lawyer rang him
again he’d never get his points. Donner’s
lawyer never rang again and still Donner
didn’t get his money.
Ironically for a film about a Satanic
child, the church benefited because it
prompted a huge surge in Bible sales
and church attendance grew. The
8 The DarkSide DIGITAL

Catholic League weren’t so keen - they
still regarded it as blasphemous.
The Omen’s production history
was not without notoriety and, much
as there had been with The Exorcist,
marketing leapt on the opportunity of
anything vaguely sinister associated
with the film’s making. These included
mentioning that several air flights which
members of the crew were on were hit
by lightning.
Also flagged up was the fact that
Peck regularly ate at a favourite London
restaurant, but on the one night he
decided not to go the nearby tube was
blown up by the IRA. That sounds like
good luck to us, not bad.
Then there was the incident where a
plane that the crew chartered but were
delayed in boarding got hit by a flock of
birds, grounding it. The plane then ran
off the runaway hitting a car and killing
the occupants, who happened to be the
pilot’s family.
Another story concerns the safari park
where they shot footage of lions which

went unused in the final cut. After the
crew left, two lions broke free, wandered
into the keeper’s hut, and mauled him to
death.
Most grisly of all, the effects man who
designed David Warner’s decapitation
had a car accident in which his girlfriend
was beheaded - and they were 66 miles
from their destination at the time!
Curse or cobblers? You decide.
Donner was highly cynical about the
stories, taking them with a large pinch
of salt.
The success of the film brought only
good omens for the director, taking
him from TV to cinema for the rest of
his career. He went on to direct the
Christopher Reeve version of Superman
and later the Lethal Weapon series. So
for him, The Omen was to be a Godsend.
For Mike Hodges though, who directed
the seminal British gangster film Get
Carter, the sequel was to be a curse.
Read, We Need to Talk About Damien
– Omen II in Dark Side Digital: Issue 2.
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DRESSED TO KILL (1980) BLU-RAY
Out Now. Arrow Video. Certificate: 18.
With its predatory shower attacks, suppressed transvestism and a
screen-famous blonde, in this case Angie Dickinson, getting offed
barely halfway in, Dressed To Kill features Brian De Palma’s most
heavily made-up Psycho. Adding an extra layer to his career-long
homage, the director here applies a foundation of that other stylist in
awe of Hitchcock, Dario Argento: the lurid gender perversity, self-consciously baroque use of technique, and black-coated, razor-wielding
assassin is pure giallo. In a film about schizophrenia, surveyance and
appropriation, De Palma’s arch mimicry most successfully comes into
its own.
Kate Miller (Dickinson) is a troubled housewife who is addicted to
anonymous sex both imagined and sought after. She is the patient
of Dr. Robert Elliott (Michael Caine) and makes no secret of her
attraction to him. Following a night of no-strings-attached coitus, she
is graphically slashed in the elevator of a hotel: the only witness to the
crime, the killer glimpsed in a convex mirror before the closing doors
seal Kate’s fate, is call girl Liz Blake (Nancy Allen), also on her way
home after a seedy encounter. Unsurprisingly, she finds herself the
next target as Elliott begins to receive threatening phone
calls from an old patient, Bobby, who the doctor refused
psychiatric approval for a sex change.
There is little whodunit intrigue to Dressed To Kill (there
are no red herrings and only one plausible suspect, further
underlined by deliberate catches of their own reflection at
obvious points), but the sheer bravura of the set pieces,
suspenseful triumphs of editing, composition and silence,
puts an incendiary inflection on the word ‘aplomb’. Liz
being pursued on the subway by her hunter, beset by threat
and distraction until the murderer slips unnoticed into her
proximity. The remarkable, extended sequence in an art
gallery whereby Kate attempts to pick up the stranger that
sits next to her: beginning, like Vertigo, with a push into
the woman’s hair, this too is an erotic pursual of innocent
desire that becomes magnified into a fraught cat-and-mouse
game laced with insecurity and obsession, albeit with roles
reversed.
Similar to Hitchcock’s psychosexual masterpiece, a
troubling question keeps raising its self-aware head: how
much is real or fantasy? If the latter, just who does it
belong to? Kate/Liz? The killer? Or an audience raised on
voyeurism? By the time of the final act, De Palma’s most
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The latest genre-related DVD and
Blu-ray releases reviewed by the
redoubtable James Kloda and
our esteemed editor Allan Bryce

horrifyingly Gothic nightmare, the uncertainty of this authorship is
either eerily transcendent or rabidly devastating dependent on whose
point of view it is from.
To add to this confusion, the director employs two of his favourite
techniques to muddy distinction: a split focus, of a foregrounded
hidden camera observing Elliott’s clinic ahead, seamlessly becomes
a split screen in this tale of split personality. The interplay of imagery
within and between the two consecutive planes (of spying killer, Elliott
in his apartment taunted by Bobby’s voice messages, Liz in hers, both
surrounded by TVs broadcasting an interview with a transsexual)
becomes a commotion of gender, persona, time and space: the
cumulative effect is one of a dubious figure assailed on all fronts by
either ambiguous sexuality or brazen femininity.
Dressed To Kill is De Palma’s triumph. With Elliott, it is as if Norman
Bates had been transported forward in time to be confronted by
the (so-called) social, technological and sexual progression that
had happened in the twenty years since. One to a world where
his (so-called) depravity can be rationalised in plain, scientific
terms, is sensationally depicted onscreen in violent Euro-fantasy,
but conversations in public about gender anxiety still cause
embarrassment to eavesdropping ears.
No wonder this Psycho’s still so fucked up.
Extras: A host of new interviews: George Litto, who entertainingly discusses the producer’s wiles and tactics to get the movie
made; the still-radiant Angie Dickinson describing the role as her best
acting experience; Nancy Allen on the difficulties of performing in
such precisely technical set-ups; and Keith Gordon, who plays Miller’s
intrepid son, still in awe of De Palma as a tutor. However, there is a
fair bit of overlap with an excellent 2001 Making Of, with detailed
discussions by the director on his technique, rendering the recent
footage as mere supplementary material. Featurette on the censorship
required to avoid an X-rating, rather disingenuous when it comes to the
problematic question of De Palma’s alleged misogyny; comparisons
between the X and R-rated cuts alongside the network version. The
transfer looks as if the film had been processed yesterday: love him or
loathe him, De Palma is in expert care with Arrow Video. JK.
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BAY OF BLOOD (1971)
Blu-ray.
Out Now.
Kino Lorber/www.
movietyme.com
Certificate: N/A.
Some years before
Friday The 13th,
Italian horror stylist
Bava (Black Sunday)
made this Ten Little
Indians-style stalk
and slash shocker
about a bunch of
grasping relatives
who all murder each
other, one by one, in
the hopes of owning
a very pleasant and
desirable country
mansion.
The film can be
looked upon as a gory
black comedy, the
punchline coming when the last two survivors are playfully shot dead
by their own two children. The ‘13 periods of intense shock’ advertised
by the makers takes in graphic sequences of people getting axes in the
face and being stabbed repeatedly. In one scene two lovers are impaled
on a spear that suddenly shoots up through the bed (a scene that was
definitely pinched by the makers of Friday The 13th). Bava does his
own camerawork and achieves some striking images of misty, pastelcoloured landscapes. One scene has a woman swimming in a lake
and bumping into a floating corpse - Dario Argento used a similarly
chilling sequence at the beginning of Inferno, a film which Bava also
assisted on. Bay of Blood suffers from having an overy fragmented
narrative and no characters worth caring about, bt it’s nevertheless an
interesting work that deserves to be seen. Kino’s BD release looks very
good, even though this movie is not as beautifully shot and lit as Bava’s
masterpieces, Black Sunday and Black Sabbath. The extras include an
audio commentary by ubiquitous Bava expert Tim Lucas, trailers, and a
lesser quality Italian-speaking version of the movie. AB.
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PI: 15TH ANNIVERSARY
EDITION (1998) BLU-RAY
Out Now. LionsGate.
Certificate: 15
The protagonist of Pi finds
himself embroiled in some
sort of intrigue. Consequently,
he is in a race against time
to figure out what is going
on before he is destroyed by
those unknown forces. Like
most thrillers, the move should
be from chaos to eventual
explanation resulting in the
reinstatement of order. But
when the conspiracy is the
unstructured turmoil of life
itself, the grasping of explicable rationale becomes the ultimate
consummation. Darren Aronofsky’s debut feature is an obsessive,
intoxicating quest for the Holy Grail with the highest stakes.
Max Cohen (Sean Gullette) is a pill-popping, migraine-suffering,
paranoid loner. He believes that mathematics is the language of
nature and that everything can be understood through numbers.
In scrutinising these numerical series, patterns will always emerge:
there is no such theoretical thing as random phenomena or
unpredictable occurrence. His life’s work has been to attempt to
crack the sequence underpinning the stock exchange. Then, in one
day, he hears double mention of the existence of a 216 digit number
and becomes convinced that this will unlock the secret
of the global markets, the meaning of life, and reveal the name of
God itself.
Pi is a relentless fusion of delusion, agitation and surreal oblivion:
with its hyper-mobile black-and-white camerawork and frenetically
rhythmic montage, the film it most resembles is Shinya Tsukamoto’s
Tetsuo. Like its central theme, the simplicity of a circle articulated
by a number of endless complexity, seemingly straightforward
images become mind-meltingly infinite: the swirl of cream in a
coffee cup turns into a microcosmic universe; the flicker of static on
a computer screen is zoomed in to reveal a series of overlapping,
scrolling number grids. But what is so breathtakingly maddening
about Aronofsky’s vision relates to the cautionary advice that Max’s
scientific chum gives him, that when one begins to grow obsessed
with an idea, an equivalent pattern will emerge everywhere, all
non-correspondent detail filtered out. So the visual motifs begin
to stack up: as Max begins to get stuck in a perpetual loop of his
own inquiry, he begins to become enslaved to the perfection of the
Fibonacci spiral and whorls and curls are seen everywhere both
consciously (a conch on Coney Island) and (possibly) accidentallyis it an unseated brain that keeps dogging him in moments of
abstract terror or a series of compacted spirals? We have slyly been
conditioned to Max’s compulsive psychosis, and physically locked
in to his every movement by a ubiquitous camera rig attached to
his body. Set upon by shady government agents, sinister Jewish
scholars and his own sliding hold on reality, the intensity of Pi is
such that the inevitable, destructive release becomes yearned
for. Made at a time when conspiracy theories were becoming
increasingly pervasive and the world was approaching the
uncertainty of the millennium, it is little wonder that Max’s attempt
to find order amongst ever-expanding chaos would strike a chord.
Fifteen years on, that Holy Grail of universal explication is further
out of reach. Pi’s disconcerting stream of sensory data has grown to
be exponentially more troubling.
Extras: Two separate commentaries by Aronofsky and Gullette,
which, in a film about isolation and individual perspective, is the
correct way to approach the supplementary material: both are
fascinating, contradictory and thought-provoking- Aronofsky has
the enthusiastic assurance of a young Scorsese and Gullette chills
with his comment that “the ideas of the film [began] to infect
the ideas of making it”; Deleted scenes with commentary; Behind
the scenes montage (in colour) that does allow director and star
to jointly discuss the production; Trailers; Music Video. The high
contrast is superbly rendered in the transfer, but none of the grain
has been lost. A tempting slice of Pi. JK.
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CASTLE FREAK (1995)
BLU-RAY
Out Now. 88 Films.
Certificate: 18.
With a title like Castle
Freak, there are going to
be inevitable elements.
A dungeon containing
a hidden family secret
for a start. A party of
newcomers who will
unwittingly unleash it at
great cost to themselves.
Some suitably Gothic
atmosphere dripping
from the eaves will help
matters along nicely.
Likewise smatterings of
unwholesome gore.
Into this template, throw
Jeffrey Combs as John
Riley, recent inheritor to Castle d’Orsino as the apparent last of the
bloodline. Vacationing to Italy with his estranged wife Susan (Barbara
Crampton) and daughter Rebecca, he hopes that this will herald a fresh
start, his marriage in near tatters after an accident killed his son and
blinded Rebecca. He was at the wheel. Drunk. But upon learning that
the late Duchess had a son, Giorgio, who was lost to her, John realises
that this may not be the ideal environment for erasing past trauma.
Especially when it transpires that the boy was merely buried from sight,
imprisoned as a whipping boy in the cellar, now ready to break free
from the shackles of his past.
A Full Moon Production, there are some pretty grisly sequences as
Giorgio goes into Oedipal overdrive: literally castrated by his mother,
he graphically gnaws the nipples off a prostitute that a lapsed John
drunkenly brought back before hungrily administering cannibalistic
cunnilingus. And he certainly looks the freakish part, nobbled vertebrae
ripping out of his emaciated flesh and hare lip peeled back like an
open tin can. Directed by Stuart Gordon and loosely based on H.
P. Lovecraft’s The Outsider, this is, amidst the low-budget Gothic
gruesome, a tale of bastard children and hereditary sins-of-the-father.
The Duchess refused to grant a divorce to John’s dad after he eloped
to America with her sister: both Giorgio and Rebecca are visibly scarred
by the mistakes of the male parent. John is both cause and effect of
irreversible family anguish, and Combs brings a confused sensitivity to
the role, most apparent in the final act when he realises just what is at
stake. With titles such as Castle Freak, lightning flashes of distinction
are not a requisite, but certainly a bonus.
Extras: None on review copy, although it is pleasing that 88 Films
are releasing originally direct-to-video schlockers such as this in
fanfare-free high-definition. JK.

MOVIES 4 YOU - SCI FI CLASSICS
Out Sept 3rd. MGM Films/Shout! Factory/www.movietyme.com.
Certificate: N/A.
Wow, the old-time genre goodies just keep coming. This 4-movie
collection is one of a pair that can be bought for just £12.99 from
our friends at Movietyme, easily representing the joint bargain of
the month for B-movie buffs, especially since every movie here is
presented in a decent transfer.
The Man From Planet X (1951) is a fine example of what can be
done on a low budget. This imaginative little sci-fi flick was shot in
six days on sets left over from Joan Of Arc (1948) and cost a mere
$50,000 to make. It features Robert Clarke as a reporter who visits
a foggy, studio-bound Scotland to confront a friendly bug-eyed
alien in a fishbowl helmet. The alien has come to plead for aid for its
freezing planet, but since this is the paranoid 50s he gets blasted by
bazookas. Short and sweet, with pacy direction and performances,
this is easily one of cult director Edgar G. Ulmer’s best efforts.
Ulmer also directed Beyond The Time Barrier (1960), a Twilight
Zone-type tale of a test pilot (Robert Clarke) who goes through a
time warp and ends up in the future world of 2024 where mankind
has been forced to live underground because of nuclear fallout.
The low budget doesn’t help (“You will see sights that stagger the
imagination!” lied the publicity), and neither does Arthur C. Pierce’s
juvenile screenplay. The movie was filmed at the old 1936 Centennial
Fairgrounds in Texas and at Fort Worth’s Carswell Field, a B-52 air
base for the sum of $125,000. Writer Pierce also has a brief cameo
in the movie playing a mutant.
Angry Red Planet (1959) is one of the low-budget science fiction
movies produced by American Sidney Pink in Scandinavia in the
late 50s, and it’s a pretty tawdry effort that takes place amid sets
which look like they were all painted on glass. A group of astronauts
blast off for Mars in a cardboard spacecraft and encounter a giant
spider-bat and some strange-looking monster plants. Then they get
in the ship and come home again. Because Mars is known as the red
planet, Pink shot his movie in a process called ‘Cinemagic,’ which
makes everything look negative, but with a reddish glow. It also
gives you a headache.
The Time Travellers (1964) is an imaginative low-budgeter that
has a group of 1960s boffins accidentally stumbling 107 years into
the future through a time portal. There they find that nuclear war
has almost destroyed the human race, apart from a small bunch
of survivors who live underground and are trying to construct a
spaceship to escape to another planet. The efforts of the survivors
are being hampered by a race of mutants who want to destroy the
last remnants of normal humanity. What the film lacks in budget it
makes up for in imagination, with some striking scenes and a highly
effective - if downbeat - ending. A bona fide cult classic, with a
cameo by Famous Monsters editor Forry Ackermann.
The Time Travellers and The Man From Planet X are great little
movies, the others less so. All are taken from the MGM vaults and
look very decent. No extras but what do you expect for the price?
AB.
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SHORT NOTICES

DEVOURED (2012) DVD
Out Now. Matchbox Films. Certificate: 18.
A title card reminds of the various
definitions. Devoured: 3: “To engulf or
swallow up.” And immigrant worker
Lourdes certainly seems to be fighting
total consumption of her soul. Working
nights in an upmarket diner in New
York, she has hopped the border north
of Mexico to earn money for her son’s
operation, hoping one day to bring
him across. Spied on by her suspicious
boss and ogled by the head chef, her
employment is precarious: after a forced
sexual encounter in the toilets, she
reluctantly gains a reputation as ‘head’
waitress for extra stability. The American
dream sucks, especially when she starts
seeing dead guys lurking in the laundry
room.
The film begins atmospherically enough,
but as Lourdes repeatedly gets immersed
in visions of her son and illusory friends
come to visit her, it becomes obvious that
she has a hyper-delusional imagination
and that anything boogeyman-related
comes straight from her own unstable
psyche. Devoured would like to posit
itself as a genre-inflected tragedy of the
immigrant plight. It bites off far more than
it can chew. JK.
THE LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT OF
ROSALIND LEIGH (2012) DVD
Out Now. Metrodome Distribution.
Certificate: 12.
Believe or suffer. The motto of an
extremist sect called God’s Messengers,
one that the late Rosalind Leigh belonged
to. Upon her death, the only son Leon
(Aaron Poole) returns to his cluttered,
icon-strewn family home for the first
time in years, having excommunicated
his mother and her despotic fundamentalism long ago. Sudden blackouts
and heavy breathing begin to spook:
dodgy electrics and unmaintained pipes
or something more sinister? Directed
12 The DarkSide DIGITAL

by Rodrigo Gudino, the founder of Rue
Morgue magazine, this strives to be an
arty take on the business of haunted
houses. There are occasional shocks and
an effectively gnarly were-feline to test
the faith of the heathen son. But there is
a lot of padding, notably when Gudino’s
camera interminably prowls around
the house’s impressive art direction as
Leigh (Vanessa Redgrave) intones her
despondency in voiceover to mask the
fact that the filmmakers couldn’t afford
her in person. Or anyone else except Poole
for that matter. With such claustrophobic
limitation, The Last Will and Testament Of
Rosalind Leigh would have worked better
as a short in its tale of spectral fantasy.
One borne out of loneliness and belief or
guilty sufferance depending whose side
you’re on. JK.
THE SEASONING HOUSE (2012) DVD/
BLU-RAY
Out Now. Kaleidoscope Entertainment.
Certificate: 18.
Even to the well-seasoned horror fan, this
tale of prostitution, sexual violence and
child abuse is unremittingly nasty and
plain shallow. In the war-torn Balkans,
young girls are abducted whilst their
families are executed to be taken to the
eponymous dwelling: there they will be
placated with heroin and raped at will by
soldiers on brief reprise from combat. A
young deaf-mute takes the fancy of the
sleazy pimp Viktor whom he nicknames
Angel and takes her as his own, giving
her special dispensation to ‘prepare’ his
wares for duty. A developing friendship
with one of the girls gives her hope that
they can escape together until a bunch
of renegades turn up led by Goran (Sean
Pertwee), the man responsible for the
death of her sister.
There is nothing to recommend this
debut of special effects maestro Paul
Hyett bar Rosie Day’s brave performance
as Angel in the face of such unsavoury

brutality. Do not be fooled by the setting:
it is merely that, the film having nothing
to say about the atrocity of war. What
The Seasoning House does despicably
articulate is a self-conscious pride in the
near-unwatchability of an extended rape
sequence and a double-whammy twist of
callous contrivance. Like an over-seasoned
casserole of ripe offal, the taste left in
the mouth after enduring this travesty is
sickening. JK.
THE VINEYARD (1989) DVD
Out Now. Arrowdrome. Certificate: 18.
There is a real depth of body to Dr. Elson
Po’s world-famous wines. Namely those
belonging to naked ladies, their youthful
vigour drowned in the liquor to give it
that unique perfume. Flavoured with such
esoteric elements as Chinese mysticism,
Haitian zombie, chop socky and voodoo,
The Vineyard is nothing if not full-blooded.
Directed by and starring James Hong
(most well-known as Lo Pan from Big
Trouble In Little China), the island-dwelling Po is a filmmaker-cum-alchemist
who is brought fresh produce from the
mainland in the form of wannabe film
stars desperate to be immortalised in his
productions. He looks good for his years,
courtesy of a jade amulet that, when
ground into a glass of claret, prevents his
cranium from swelling and skin cracking
as should befit a man over 100 years of
age. But he has a problem of demand and
supply: the jade is nearly spent and he has
a whole cellar-full of victims strung-up and
waiting to have every last drop squeezed
out of them. Not to mention a vegetable
patch teeming with the restless souls of
the undead that failed to make the grade.
There are so many barmy ideas floating
in Hong’s dementedly ghoulish barrel of
laughs that it’s best to go with the flow
and deal with any bewilderment in the
morning. The Vineyard is something of a
vintage. Quite what of is anyone’s guess.
JK.
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bill of cult classics from French filmmaker Jean Rollin.
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Horror Classics

TIGON

TERRORS

Jonathan Sothcott looks at the making of a British horror classic…

T

he origins
of Blood
On Satan’s
Claw can be
traced back
to Christmas
1969, when 22
year old Cambridge graduate Robert
Wynne-Simmons - having worked
as a production runner for Michael
Winner - wrote some one hundred
letters to film companies, plying his
trade as a script writer.
He received one reply only - from
a producer named Christopher
Neame (who often worked as a
Production Manager for Hammer)
on behalf of Tigon.
Wynne-Simmons takes up the
story: “They wanted a compilation
film. Christopher Neame brokered
the deal for me to do it. I got this
response on New Year’s Day saying
they had 30 scripts that they were
considering but none of them had
quite come up to the mark, but
that they had a deal with the studio
(Pinewood) which had to take place
in April - so they were in a bit of a
hurry!
“I got on the phone to Christopher
Neame telling him that I had a
fantastic idea which I could deliver
the following week. At that time I
didn’t actually have an idea, apart
from some stories.”
These stories were written
during a troubled period in
Wynne-Simmons’ schooling: “At
school I’d written a number of horror
stories largely to exorcise my own
demons. I went through a very bad
time of being teased and so on and
there was a lot of nasty baggage
that I needed to get rid of. One way
I found of getting rid of this was to
think of the worst thing I could and
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write it down and these
stories were immensely
popular with the other kids.
So one of these stories was
the basis that started the
whole ball rolling.
“The story was about
a person who goes to a
house - owned by relatives
of his who were somehow
malevolent. He is forced
to sleep in the spare room
and found himself being
strangled by his own hand.
It was very shadowy much more so than what
came to the screen - really
more like Repulsion than
Witchfinder General. That
was the story that started it
and developed it into three
parts.”
Realising that the
second story would need
to be more contemporary,
Wynne-Simmons found
inspiration in the form of
child murderer Mary Bell.
In 1968, the eleven year
old Bell had been found
guilty of manslaughter on
the grounds of diminished
responsibility for the
strangling of two children in
Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
What Wynne-Simmons
found most disturbing about
the case was Bell’s utter lack
of remorse: “She would go
up to the mothers of the
children she’d murdered
and virtually boast of it.
She seemed to want to get
herself caught and that
horrifying idea of childhood
innocence being totally evil
was also a central theme of

The Blood On Satan’s Claw

the movie,” - and so, on screen - Mary
Bell became Angel Blake.
Wynne-Simmons’ third story
centered around the battle between
a Judge and a paganistic cult. Initially,
Wynne-Simmons placed his characters
in a later time period than in the final
film: “It was actually set during the age
of steam, the early Victorian era. The
idea was that the demon came from
something that was obviously not in the
folk memories of the people involved.
It had come from somewhere way back
and was not attached to any particular
religion. There was to have been this
image of the judge arriving aboard a
steam train, which was meant to be an
image of him steamrollering the whole
movement.”
Robert Wynne-Simmons was signed
to adapt his stories into a screenplay provisionally titled The Devil’s Skin - on
the 16th of February 1970 - with an April
1st delivery date.
By this time, Christopher Neame
had left Tigon, and Malcolm Heyworth
and Peter L. Andrews (both of whom
had been involved in the project since
Wynne-Simmons original letter) - who
ran Chilton Films - were installed as line
producers. They in turn contracted Piers
Haggard - the great grand-nephew of
author H. Rider Haggard - to direct the
film.
Haggard, who had just completed
his first feature film - the controversial
Wedding Night - was an interesting
choice: in his early thirties and artier
than most of his colleagues he made
a suitable contrast to the restrained
Vernon Sewell and the excesses of
Michael Reeves.
Haggard, like Wynne-Simmons, was
ultimately against the idea of filming
a three-story anthology film, and
convinced the producers that the plot
lines should be amalgamated into one
story: “They had this notion that it was
cheaper to do three short films rather
than one long single film, not reckoning
on the fact that no one is ever
interested in triple bills. I knew perfectly
well from the theatre that no one had
ever made any money from a triple bill they’re always a disaster.”
Once Wynne-Simmons first draft was
delivered, further changes were ordered
by the Tigon top-brass, as the writer
recalled:
“In the original script, the last scene was
probably more destructive than it was in the
eventual film. Patrick Wymark had militiamen
with him who actually gunned people down.
There was a mass grave dug and that was
the end. My ending was a bit bleak - I had the
whole village being literally obliterated!”
Heyworth, Andrews and Haggard all
contributed their own ideas to the screenplay,
as Wynne-Simmons reflects: “The changes
made were basically to the ending. They
introduced the idea of the sword that looked
like a cross. Originally they wanted (the
Judge) to be waving a big cross around - so
the sword was a compromise. My original

conception - and fascination - had been
about the ruthless way in which the Christians
stamped-out the ancient religions: it was
far more ambiguous. Piers ultimately turned
it back somewhat with the climatic freeze
frame.
“Piers also added a couple of scenes - one
was the rather boring (and pointless - after all,
everyone knows what a witch is!) sequence
with the book of witches. The other was
almost a direct quote from Witchfinder
General - and was certainly included due to
that film’s success - it was the witch-ducking
scene.”
Even once the script had been knocked

into shape, there were further changes to
be made: notably the title. Tony Tenser
was eager to call the film The Ghouls Are
Among Us, but thankfully this was rejected
by everyone else involved, and the film was
known alternatively as The Devil’s Touch and
Satan’s Skin throughout production.
The film was cast in March 1970, and
while Linda Hayden - a hot property after
the tremendous impact of Baby Love - was
agreed upon as the ideal Angel Blake, the
casting of the Judge was to prove somewhat
more convoluted, as Robert Wynne-Simmons
explained:
“Peter Cushing was their first choice, but
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he wanted too much money and it was
a very low budget film. Christopher
Lee’s name was also mentioned. I
don’t think they gave Vincent Price
serious consideration, however, as they
automatically expected him to want
more money than Cushing. Patrick
Wymark was a much more interesting
choice.”
Despite the low budget - initially set
at just £75,000, Piers Haggard recruited
a remarkable cast including Tamara
Ustinov, Simon Williams, Charlotte
Mitchell and Doctor Who stars of the
past and future: Wendy Padbury and
Anthony Ainley.
Principal photography commenced
in the second week of April, primarily
on location, but with limited time at
Pinewood. Piers Haggard found an ideal
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location - a farmhouse with surrounding
woodland - in Bix Bottom: a small valley
between Nettlebed and Henley-onThames in the Chiltern hills.
This location caused Linda Hayden
problems on her very first day of
shooting, as she remembered: “I had to
run down a chalk cliff to torment Michelle
Dotrice, and on the first take I cut my
(bare) foot. It wasn’t a terrible cut, but
somebody asked if I’d had a tetanus jab,
and I hadn’t, so I had to be rushed to
hospital! When we arrived I was still in
full make-up - that funny sheet, the huge
eyebrows, powdered face - I don’t know
what they must have though!”
Despite her accident, Hayden has
nothing but praise for her director: “I
thought Piers Haggard was amazing,”
she enthuses, “he was quite a fascinating

person and has a wonderful way of
properly motivating his actors.”
Charlotte Mitchell too, was
impressed with both Haggard and the
film in general: “Quite a happy film:
I don’t think anyone was miserable
except some of the young girls who
didn’t know they’d got to take their
clothes off. I’m sure that’s right: they
weren’t warned really. Linda Hayden:
oh she’s lovely, she’s a lovely girl.
They were all nice. I liked Linda, she
was great. I remember her with great
affection. I remember thinking ‘she’s
got something, that girl’. They did
sort of cast her as bosomy sort of
wenches in those days, but she was
good: she was excellent. They were
lucky to have Piers Haggard: he was
a serious director. Stephen Haggard
the poet was either his father or his
uncle.”
Mitchell also offers some
fascinating insights into the
production: “I suppose it did come
out rather well. Come to think of it, it’s
very different when you’re involved
in it; we had to keep our peckers
up, y’know - laughing. I recall funny
things that happened - I don’t think
the young people were really warned
that they were going to have to strip
off: I think it was all a bit of a shock to
them, having take their clothes off. I
know when it happened, after they’d
done it I was in the next scene and I
said to Piers Haggard ‘would you like
me to take my pinnie off?’ I thought
everybody’d got to strip something
off: as far as I could go would be to
take my apron off!
“I think when you make those kind
of films you have to be a bit jokey. We
didn’t know it was such an awful film:
they did a special version for Japan:
they were doing some shots for a
Japanese version: sort of rather more
awful than they were going to put
out in England, I think. None of really
realised what an awful sort of ‘X’
certificate type of film it was. I think
we all thought we were doing a nice
sort of middle ages type little film. I
had a lot of laughs actually (that’s an
awful thing to say)!”
By the time production ended in May
(with a £7,000 budgetary over-shoot),
the film belied it’s shaky origins in all but
the smallest details: the script - though
virtually seamless in other respects,
failed to explain the disappearance and
fate of the character Isobel Banham. This
frustrated Robert Wynne-Simmons:
“I wanted her to come back and,
obviously, it would have been poignant
because there was some sort of
relationship between her and the
Judge. In his process of obliterating
everybody, he would have to, of course,
obliterate her. That was a decision he
would eventually have to take, having
discovered she was participating in the
rights by then.”
The film was Trade shown under the

The Blood On Satan’s Claw

title Satan’s Skin at the Contemporary
Preview Theatre on the 12th of January,
1971. The reviews which followed were
impressive: “A very good example of it’s
creepy species,” declared Cinema + TV
Today, while The Monthly Film Bulletin’s
David Pirie rightfully noted that, “Linda
Hayden is excellent.”
Despite the press reaction, the film billed with The Beast In The Cellar (titled
The Cellar) slunk out at a handful of
cinemas and sank without notice. Both
films were released properly as a double
bill in July 1971, taking £3,012 in their first
week at the New Victoria. In America, the
reviews were even better, but once again
the film failed to make any sizeable box
office impact.
Today, Blood On Satan’s Claw is
generally regarded as a cult classic,
though for some reason it has never
achieved the critical status of (it’s cousin)
Witchfinder General or The Wicker Man perhaps because it features none of the
period’s ‘Horror heavyweights’.
There is actually very little to in
Blood On Satan’s Claw to criticise:
Robert Wynne-Simmons’ thoughtful,
intelligent and alarmingly uncompro-

mising screenplay sets a precedent in
horror film sophistication rarely equaled.
Piers Haggard’s direction is entirely
appropriate, and if it lacks the raw power
and visual elan of Reeves’ Witchfinder
General, it more than compensates with
a finesses and eroticism never found in
Reeves’ work.
Simon Williams noted that the film was
somewhat erotic and he is right, though
it is also shocking, perverse and immoral.
These traits serve as the basis for Linda
Hayden’s portrayal of Angel Blake which
is, to say the least, inspired. Her Angel
Blake is by turns wanton, erotic, innocent
and evil, yet the transformation is never
apparent in her performance, so smooth
is her acting. Indeed, it would be fair
to compare Hayden’s performance to
Catherine Deneuve’s in Repulsion as the
best by a woman in the genre.
That Linda Hayden was still a teenager
when she gave this incredibly powerful
performance makes her achievement all
the more remarkable. The rest of the cast
should, by rights, suffer in comparison to
Hayden’s star turn, but all are excellent,
with Patrick Wymark as perfect a casting
choice as could be. The supporting

cast are equally impressive, and both
Tamara Ustinov and Michelle Dotrice are
excellent as young women under the
demon’s influence.
The location shooting and art direction
are both well above standard, giving
the proceedings an unworldly, timeless
ambience and the superb, haunting score
is a superlative plus.
All of those involved seem rightfully
proud of the film: “A fascinating film - I
loved that movie,” recalls Linda Hayden,
while Robert Wynne-Simmons praises
both the star and the film: “I thought
Linda did it extraordinarily well - she
brought an incredible energy to it. I still
find it quite a disturbing film.”
Disturbing is an apposite description,
and the film is more harrowing than
any other British genre film of the
Seventies. In terms of pure, unadulterated
entertainment, From Beyond The Grave
stands as the ultimate British horror
film of the Seventies, but by virtue of
it’s incredible performances, unnerving
atmosphere and impressive sense of
place and period,
Blood On Satan’s Claw comes a very
close second.

Above:
Examining the
Devil’s mark
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Cinepix’s John Dunning gave the world
My Bloody Valentine, Ilsa, She Wolf of the SS and David Cronenberg’s
early works of body-horror! Calum Waddell interviews the man behind
some of the best, and bloodiest, exploitation fare of the seventies and eighties…

I
Top:
Happy Birthday
To Me - and try
a Shish Kebab!

f the name John Dunning fails
to ring any bells then some of
the pictures that the prolific
producer has been involved
in will, no doubt, register
immediately. For, alongside
his Hungarian-born business
partner Andre Link, Dunning was the man
who set up Canada’s notorious Cinepix
Company – launching the career of David
Cronenberg by finding the funds for such
early masterworks as Shivers and Rabid. In
addition the great man cribbed the cash for
such classic exploitation capers as the Ilsa
series, Death Weekend, Happy Birthday to
Me and My Bloody Valentine. More recently,
however, Dunning has been bagging big box
office by reinventing his hit slasher property as
My Bloody Valentine 3D and, when The Dark
Side catches up with him, he is in inevitably
celebratory spirits (a $24 million opening
weekend gross will do that to you!!). “It was
an evolution of sorts,” says Dunning of his
3D mega-hit. “Lion’s Gate had bought the
rights to do a sequel to the original My Bloody
Valentine but so much time had passed since
the film came out that they instead decided to
remake it. They told me that they wanted to
get a 3D horror movie out there so they rushed
it along. It all happened very quickly.”
For those unaware, the original My Bloody
Valentine was released in 1981 (complete
with the titular tagline of “there’s more than
one way to lose your heart”) and told of a
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mysterious masked marauder pick-axing the
population of Valentine’s Bluff a fictional
small town mining community in Nova Scotia.
Hitting theatres at a time when the postFriday the 13th boom in slasher bloodbaths
was running rampant (and resulting in
such snore-inducing disaster-pieces as The
Mutilator, Nightmares in a Damaged Brain
and Prom Night), My Bloody Valentine
distinguished itself by focusing on older, nonteen characters and planting its plasma in the
middle of blue collar grit and grime. “Cinepix
always tried to go against the grain,” admits
Dunning. “There were all these horror films
coming out featuring 18 year olds in the lead
roles and we wanted to change that. The main
thing was that we were looking for a holiday
theme, like Black Christmas or Halloween,
and they were all taken except for Valentine’s
Day. So we began there and started to search
for a concept after that (laughs). What
also attracted us was the idea of a killer in
a miner’s suit – it was all black and quite
sinister – so that fitted the criteria for a deadly
murderer. From there the whole thing evolved
and we figured that making a horror movie
in a mine was not a bad idea. I think that the
film really captured the spirit of the working
class. My Bloody Valentine had a professional
quality that was just not present in the other
horror films of the time. That might be why
Paramount picked it up and gave it such a
wide release back in 1981.”
With a box office gross of $4 million in the

US alone (which, back in the early eighties,
was no small change for an indie fright flick),
My Bloody Valentine convinced Dunning to
stick with the stalk ‘n’ slash genre. As a result,
the same year’s Happy Birthday to Me was
hurried into production under the auspices of
Cape Fear filmmaker J. Lee Thompson (then
entering into a peculiarly schlock-happy era by
helming a series of cut-price Charles Bronson
shockers that included 10 to Midnight, The
Evil that Men Do and Death Wish 4). “That
is one of my favourite horror movies,” says
Dunning of Happy Birthday to Me. “Just
knowing that J. Lee Thompson was directing
let me sleep at nights – he was a wonderful
man and an amazing filmmaker. Usually
we would use young directors but we went
with a pro for Happy Birthday to Me. What
happened was that we sent the script up to an
agency in LA in order to try and secure a star
name but they said ‘Have you thought about
using a well known director instead?’ So J. Lee
was one of their clients and he bought into it
– he really liked the screenplay and signed on
right away.”
Happy Birthday to Me proved to be
another box office winner for Cinepix – easily
out-grossing its immediate predecessor. “It
pulled in about $10 million – much more than
My Bloody Valentine,” says Dunning. “But
it was a one-shot deal for Columbia Pictures.
They needed films because of the writer’s
strike, which was causing everything to come
to a halt at the time, and they bought Happy

Birthday to Me from us. It was a good cash
outlay for Cinepix but, unfortunately, we were
never able to convince them to do a sequel.
Just recently I tried to get them to consider
a remake of Happy Birthday to Me and they
weren’t interested in that either. But I think
that the film was a hit because we all wanted
to tell a real story. It was not just some guy in
a hockey mask randomly braining teens – it
was about real people being affected by this
horrific slate of killings. But I remember that
one morning the cinematographer of Happy
Birthday to Me called me over and said ‘Could
you please tell J. Lee to stop throwing so
much fake blood around. It is getting into my
camera, my clothes and everything else!’ But
then the MPAA cut a lot of the gore out of it.
Still, J. Lee was so enthusiastic about being
inventive with that film – which is how you
got the kebab in the mouth death and stuff
(laughs).”
And for those who thrilled to the 3D
theatrics of the recent re-imagining of My
Bloody Valentine take heed: This was not
the first time that Dunning flirted with the
technology – as anyone who saw 1983’s
Spacehunter: Adventures in the Forbidden
Zone will attest. “Oh that one was hell,” laughs
the producer at the very mention of the Molly
Ringwald-starring futuristic fantasy opus. “We
were tied to Columbia on that film and just as
we were in pre-production Jaws III came out
in 3D and proved to be a massive success. So
the powers-that-be told us that we also needed
to shoot our movie in 3D! I knew nothing
about the technology and, unfortunately,

the National Film Board here in
Canada only had these huge cameras
for 3D filming. They were the size of
refrigerators (laughs). But, nonetheless,
off we went – trying to make this thing in
3D! It did not come out that well because
when I flew in to Columbia with the
rough cut they said ‘Well why isn’t there
anything being thrown at the screen?’ I
said ‘Look, we tried to get the director Lamont Johnson - to do some 3D effects
and he wouldn’t do it. He called 3D a
piece of shit!’ So our line producer Don
Carmody had to film at night – when the
director went to bed – and throw things at
the camera (laughs). We had a scene where
these girls come out of a lake and throw
spears at the hero – crazy stuff. So, yeah,
that was not such a great experience.”
Turning back the clocks a bit – Cinepix
was quick to notice up-and-coming talent,
perhaps best evidenced by their discovery
of the aforementioned David Cronenberg
and future Hollywood royalty Ivan Reitman
(who, at the time of writing, was hard at work
on Ghostbusters III). “Back in the 1970s
Cinepix was noted as the only commercial
Canadian distributor of genre films,”
maintains Dunning. “We did action, kung-fu,
sexploitation and horror. A lot of the young
filmmakers became aware of us and David
and Ivan showed up, albeit not together,
at our offices. David told me he wanted to
do a horror movie and Ivan had a lot more
experience in film producing so I let him
shepherd Cronenberg through that first movie,

Left:
A victim of
the sexually
transmitted
parasite
in David
Croneberg’s
Shivers
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Right:
Former
showgirl
Dyanne Thorne
as Ilsa, Tigress
of Siberia

which of course became known as Shivers,
and we moved on to Rabid from there.”
However, the plasma-spilling, parasitethemed terror of Shivers soon resulted in a
national outcry. “The government was putting
money into films at the time and they helped
to fund Shivers,” recalls Dunning. “Well
we had a major magazine in Canada at the
time called Saturday Night and the movie
critic in that had a lot of clout. He basically
said that if Canada’s money was funding
this sort of filth it was a crime (laughs). So
we had to send pamphlets to every member
of the government and explain that it had
been showing at places like the Edinburgh
Film Festival. It was an attempt to prove that
horror had a place in Canadian cinemas.”
Moreover, before Reitman became the
toast of Tinseltown thanks to directing such
blockbuster fare as Stripes, Ghostbusters and
Evolution he was toiling it out on Z-grade
gore like Cannibal Girls, Ilsa, The Tigress of
Siberia and the rape-revenge effort Death
Weekend. “We tried to create a female
heroine in Death Weekend,” says Dunning
of 1976’s brutal home invasion thriller. “We
were all tired of seeing women as victims and
Ivan had the idea that the female should rise
up and kill the bozos. I would say that Ivan is
a talented guy but he had one quality that has
remained important throughout his career:
he is every bit as good a businessman as he
is a director. You very seldom see a director
who is as good at business, and making deals,
as he was. So he combined that with being
able to conceive and direct a movie and that is
what worked for him. Cinepix was successful
because Andre Link was great at business
and I was the creative side but when you
can squeeze both of these qualities into one
individual you have something special – and
Ivan showed that.”
Where Reitman really broke out was with
another Dunning-produced opus – namely
1979’s summer camp comedy Meatballs,
which starred a young Bill Murray as a child’s
counsellor with a heart. “I remember Bill
was a pretty good guy,” claims the producer.

John Dunning

“We shot Meatballs up in Northern Ontario
and I took my two kids up with me. Bill would
fool around with them and buy them cookies
– he was really nice. I didn’t know his co-star
Kristine DeBell too well though. Ivan was really
running the show - and the casting.” Indeed,
considering that Reitman also cast Marilyn
Chambers in Rabid it goes without saying that
he must have known DeBell was the erstwhile
porno-starlet from 1976’s scandalous sexmusical Alice in Wonderland (in which she
famously gives the Mad Hatter a graphic, nonsimulated blow job!). “I had no idea of any of
this,” replies Dunning. “Now you are giving me
information. What do you know eh? Kristine
was a porno star (laughs). No, I never knew…”
Perhaps the reason Dunning takes this
news with a mere giggle is because the man
has a proven track record in down and dirty
exploitation. After all, this is the chap who
helped produce 1975’s Ilsa, She Wolf of the SS!
“It has a certain cult status doesn’t it?” ponders
Dunning when the notorious Nazi torture camp
tale is raised. “There is actually a story behind
Ilsa that you might appreciate,” he continues.
“I was trying to get it through the BBFC and I
was speaking to one of the censors at the time.
We went back and forth a few times and we
cut out some of the violence to try and appease
them. Well, his final retort was ‘You know Mr.
Dunning, we English do not hate the Germans
that much.’ So I gave up (laughs). I could not
beat that line. But Ilsa was a real hit. It played

for a year in Belgium and the Germans
all went over to see it. They banned it in
Germany too. It did very well in the US too,
playing in the exploitation cinemas, but there
was a backlash from the Jewish community.
A lot of the theatres were owned by Jewish
individuals so it didn’t last nearly as long as
we would have liked.”
Ironically the movie was also partproduced by David Friedman – himself
of Jewish descent! “Oh there were a lot
of Jewish people involved in Ilsa,” laughs
Dunning. “But, of course, it was never
designed to be an anti-Semitic film. How
could it be? We show the Nazis as absolutely
repulsive in that picture – and rightfully so!
I remember that we got a write up in The
Washington Times that said Ilsa was the first
real female villain – before that it was always
The Bride of Frankenstein or Dracula’s
Daughter; it was always a woman who was
fantastical or related to a male. But Ilsa was
all by herself – and all the more horrific for
it (laughs).” Ilsa quickly spawned a sequel:
1976’s Don Edmonds-directed farce Ilsa,
Harem Keeper of the Oil Sheiks (which is
exactly what you might hope a grindhouse
flick would be like – and, yes, that is a
compliment!) whilst a third movie, Ilsa, The
Tigress of Siberia, followed a year later. “The
Tigress of Siberia was done here in Canada
without Don Edmonds,” recalls Dunning.
“That was the least successful of the lot. Roger

Corman picked it up for the US but he did not
distribute it as an exploitation film – he cut
it to pieces, changed the title to Tigress and
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tried to pass it off as something else. We were
very disappointed. However, that said, the
Russian hockey team was coming to Canada
to play against our local boys sometime back
in the seventies. And they got reading one of
the Canadian newspapers on the plane over.
Well I got a call that night asking if we could
keep the cinema open because the Russian
hockey team wanted to see Ilsa, The Tigress of
Siberia! Well, rest assured, the next morning
at 10am, the Russian hockey team came into
the cinema to see it.”
A final Ilsa epic followed in 1977’s woeful
Jess Franco-helmed horror The Wicked
Warden. “We sold the rights to Jess and he
allowed us to distribute The Wicked Warden
in the US,” reveals Dunning. “But by that
point the interest in Ilsa was dying. We stuck
an Ilsa title on the Franco picture and released
it but it never went anywhere. It was a lousy
film anyhow. I mean it was Jess Franco
(laughs). But the other Ilsa films, although
they were horrific, they had real quality to
them.” Dunning also has fond memories of
Ilsa herself – Dyanne Thorne. “Dyanne is a
great lady,” he beams. “She was a Las Vegas
showgirl and she is very religious too. She
became quite popular as Ilsa and, you know,
they used to play the original as a midnight
film, with the audience shouting out the lines
to it. I think the success took her by surprise.
It took us all by surprise!”
Asked about his favourite flick to date,
however, and Dunning admits that it is
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impossible to just pick one. “Making a movie is
like getting pregnant,” he claims. “It takes nine
months to make and conceive the film and,
then, out it comes. Some have problems and
some are healthy and bubbly. However, all of
them deserve your love and concern because
you wouldn’t make them unless you loved
them. Just like kids.” And anyone who enjoyed
this interview will no doubt be glad to hear

about what is in the producer’s immediate
future. “I’m writing a book,” he mentions. “It
will contain all of my adventures. I grew up
in the business – my father owned theatres.
I came up as a candyman, a projectionist,
theatre manager – you name it. I cannot wait
to tell my entire story.”
Just as well – because we really can’t wait
to read it!

